
Flexible classroom response 
with Poll Everywhere
Proven to enhance student 
achievement with fast, accessible, 
mobile-phone response tools. 

Adapts to each instructor’s 
classroom size, pedagogy, and 
teaching style with lightweight 
setup, seamless slideware 
integration, and three ways to 
participate: SMS text, web browser, 
and mobile app.  

Deploys campus-wide with LMS 
integration, no extra hardware, and 
a roll-out and ongoing engagement 
plan delivered by a professional 
support team and an executive 
account manager. 

Software that disappears into the classroom
• Pedagogy-agnostic– suits any assessment or interaction style

• Select full student registration, guest participation, or anonymity

• Works natively in the instructor’s presentation platform

• Collaborate with fellow instructors on team accounts

• Light on wifi and data requirements

• Scales from small seminars to the largest campus events



Deeper inquiry and reduced cheating
Clicker response systems invite swapping and sharing 
of devices. Photos on social media show students 
holding nine clickers at a time to falsify attendance 
and responses. Systems like Poll Everywhere use 
student-owned devices—mobile phones and laptops, 
which students are less willing to share. These more 
powerful devices enable a broader range of question 
types, including open-ended and image-based 
questions, while Poll Everywhere anti-cheating 
features minimize false participation.

Flexibility at every level
Poll Everywhere is native to the internet, so it works 
anywhere the instructor goes. It syncs with the five 
most-used learning management systems, and the 
top three presentation platforms. It is equally useful 
in the classroom as it is at campus-wide orientation 
and sporting events. It enables sensitive discussion in 
small classrooms, and scalable participation in large 
lecture halls. It goes from multiple choice assessment 
to live, Reddit-style discussions. And it does all of this 
at little to no cost for the student. 

Over 300k educators use Poll Everywhere, including

82% of instructors 
report increased student 
engagement 
Anglia Ruskin University 

Contact inquiries@polleverywhere.com for more information.


